TCC16 recommended tasks for the Secretariat to improve the online Compliance Case File System
(Excerpt from TCC16-2020-12Review of the WCPFC online compliance case file system, Table 1).
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Enhance the CCFS so that it automatically notifies CCMs when a case
is created or updated. This notification would be in the form of a daily
summary email to a single email address nominated by each CCM.
This daily summary email would identify all cases, which the CCM
was authorised to view, that had been created or modified (by the
Secretariat or another CCM) in the past 24 hours.
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Initially, enhance the CCFS to make it easier to use by: simplifying the
interface (including removing elements that are unnecessary to the
user), improving the language used, consistently formatting links and
adding screen specific help pages.
Subsequently, six months after these initial enhancements have been
implemented, survey CCMs to verify that an appropriate level of easeof-use has now been achieved.
Enhance the CCFS to make it easier to use by expanding the range of
information that is shown in the six single case screens to include:
observer trip data, vessel trip ID, infringement ID, trip number and
provider trip number.
Enhance the CCFS to include a screen containing a list of all six types
of case (that the user is authorised to see) combined. The primary
focus of this screen should be to provide users with access to data
columns that are common to most/all types of case. Users should be
surveyed to determine what additional columns, that are case type
specific, should also be displayed; and what Group By options are
required.
Produce an alternative format of the aggregated summary tables in
which (i) the tables are in “Classic” pivot table format, and (ii) the
sub-totals and expand / contract buttons are removed, and (iii) the
columns are centred; then survey CCMs on whether this alternative
format is better than the current format. If CCMs prefer this
alternative, then enhance the CCFS to implement it.
Enhance the CCFS so that the aggregated summary tables address the
full range of questions required by the TCC / Commission.
Enhance communication with CCMs regarding (i) which internet
browsers work best with the CCFS and (ii) the known limitations of
the CCFS Export to Excel function.
Offer CCFS training to CCM users, either in the form of (i) training on
the margins of other WCPFC meetings, or (ii) an online course, or (iii)
a downloadable training video (or videos).
Improve and update the CCFS user guide to cover all the features
present in the enhanced CCFS, and additionally improve how this is
named and stored on the WCPFC intranet.
Implement a limited proof of concept online graph / table creation
tool, providing CCM users with access to a small range of graphs /
tables which interrogate the CCFS data that all CCMs are entitled to
view. This tool should be implemented using software that can
subsequently be re-used to provide similar functionality for other types
of WCPFC data.
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